Business Unit: All Boeing
Site: All Sites
Title: Miller MightyLite Leading Edge Self Retracting Lifelines
Issue: INTERNAL RECALL: Potential defect with SRLs could lead to unprotected fall from heights
Applicable to: All sites that utilize Miller MightyLite Leading Edge SRLs
Summary: During routine inspections of Miller MightyLite Leading Edge Self Retracting Lifelines (SRLs) at an offsite decorative paint facility, the wire rope broke free from the SRL housing and fell to the floor. During the investigation, it was found that the rope had become frayed inside the housing to the extent that it broke loose. End users cannot inspect this portion of the wire rope. A detailed inspection of other MightyLite Leading Edge SRLs at the site found that 9 of 21 units were not in satisfactory condition and have been removed from service.

Required Actions and Completion Dates:
Managers of users, organizations who use these SRLs:
1. Immediately remove all Miller MightyLite Leading Edge SRLs from service. Replace with appropriate substitute SRL – see your EHS support for guidance. Immediately
2. Hold the Miller MightyLite SRLs pending completion of investigation and further instructions from Fall Protection PMT. The FP PMT will temporarily remove these SRL from the QPL and determine the next steps. - Immediately

Site EHS Fall Protection Focals:
3. Provide the following information to Shawna Murray at Enterprise EHS by COB April 22, 2016:
   a. Model, quantity and date of SRLs pulled from service at your location
   b. Make and model, part number (if available) of replacement SRL

Contact Information: Shawna Murray (314-973-2692) or Randy Ueshiro (808-283-6708)